Information on door locks, compiled by Safe Kids Johnson County
KidCo Door Knob
Lock

Side pinch system is easy for adults to use but
deters children from leaving or entering rooms.

KidCo Lever Lock

-Easy for adults to use, locks one side of the
door allowing easy access from the other side.
-Deters children from leaving and entering
rooms.
-Can be used for indoor and outdoor purposes.
For example: doors leading to the garage.
-If the side of the door is being child proofed
that has a lock directly above the handle, the
product cannot be used there due to the
mechanism setup.
The Door Guardian has been designed to
effectively secure and childproof the exterior
doors.

Door Guardian

Safety 1st No Drill -It clamps on without drilling.
Top of Door Lock -Allows entry access from both sides of the
door. It engages automatically when door opens
and has a slam guard which prevents pinched
fingers.
-Easy for parents to operate. Place high on door
so children can't reach it.
-Green/Red locking indicator. Can disengage for
periods of non-use.
-For use at interior doors.
Safety 1st Lever
-Unlike other lever locks, you don't need to
Handle Lock
dismantle your door handle to install.
-Push the button and twist the device to unlock.
When unlocked, the latch rotates with the
natural motion of the door lever.
-Can be used on right or left facing handles,
thanks to the rotating "C" ring design. -

SecureTech™ visual indicator provides added
safety and peace of mind for parents. (When
the latch is engaged, the gauge turns green;
when the latch is unlocked, the gauge turns
red.)
HTH Resources
-The latch works automatically after every use.
Watchdog Latch -Watchdog Latch grabs the edge of most any
type of hinged door and keeps it from opening
further.
-To open door from the inside or outside, simply
move the flexible arm out of the way.
-The device should be mounted high out of your
child's reach on the door knob side.
-It allows the door to open about 1-7/8" to 21/4" depending on door thickness.
-It can be operated from either side of the door
for easy entry or exit.
-Operable with one hand.
Prime Lime Door -Restrict access to closets or rooms with inFlip Lock
swinging doors with the Flip Lock.
-Simply flip lock sideways to latch, and lift and
flip back to open. Works on left handed or right
handed doors.
-Installs on door frame above door knob.
-Place out of reach of your child.
Mommy’s Helper -Easily snaps on and spins loosely when a child
Door Knob
tries to turn it. Adults simply squeeze the 2 side
Safety Cover
tabs to grip the knob and open the door.
-It is oversized so young hands have trouble
gripping it.
-Accessible keyhole door for keyed knobs.
-Fits all standard door knobs.

